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Whisper yokai watch shadowside

Whisper () is a shadowside yo-kai. In Yo-kai Watch: Wibble Wobble he is a Rank B Yo-kai of the Slippery tribe. MedalliumA self-proclaimed elite yo-kai butler who once served a human master. Since then, he has returned to the Yakai and was held responsible by the Great King Enma for all questions of yokai watch.
AppearancesYo-kai Watch: Puni Puni: Playable Yo-kaiMovie 04: Protagonist Yo-kaiYo-kai Watch Shadowside: Protagonist Yo-kaiBiologyThis version of Whisper is pale and ghostly, similar to his appearance in the current series, but he lacks the thick, black line between his eyes and blue lips, although he has a similar
grin. He has purple hair on his head, which is in a wisp-like hairstyle. He also appears to have a hollow nose, similar to a skull, and two dark green eyes with yellow pupils. His ears are pointed, and his fully defined hands have long, sharp nails. He wears a black suit that melts seamlessly into his ghostly tail, similar to
Verygoodsir, with a white undershirt and a pink bow tie. This form was referred to in promotional materials as its shadowside shape, and its lightside shape was never shown. Sometime after the events of the current series, Whisper has become a servant of Lord Enma and serves him alongside Zazel.ProfileMovie
04Whisper is a great yo-kai in Yo-kai Watch Shadowside: The Return of the Oni King. After Noticing the Danger that The Onimaro Poses, Lord Enma Sends Whisper with the Yo-kai Watch Elda to Find his Chosen User and Guide Her to Defeat Her. Yo-kai Watch Shadowside In the Shadowside anime, Whisper continues
his role as Natsume's Yo-kai Butler and Guide. He, Junior and Micchy seem to understand each other well. The name of EtymologyWhisper is the same as the English word whisper. It could also be based on wisp, the shape of its head comb and body, or the ghostly phenomenon will-o'-the-wisp. TriviaHe shares his
voice actor with the current version of Whisper.In Yo-kai Watch Wibble Wobble is called Whisper 2040, possibly in reference to the year yo-kai Watch Shadowside takes place. Credit to Fandom 2017 Film by Shinji Ushiro This article requires additional quotes for verification. Please help to improve this article by adding
quotes to reliable sources. Non-paged material can be challenged and removed. Sources: Yo-kai Watch Shadowside: Oni-'no Fukkatsu – News Newspapers Books Scholar JSTOR (July 2017) (Learn how and when this template message is removed) Yo-kai Watch Shadowside: Oni-é no FukkatsuJapanese Theatrical
Release PosterJapanese映画 妖怪ォ, ⿁活, ⿁, hepburnEiga Y'kai Wotchi Shad'saido Oni' no Fukkatsu UshiroScreenplay byYoichi KatoAkihiro Hino (Supervisor)Based onYo-kai Watchby Level-5GeGe no Kitaréby Shigeru MizukiMusic byKenichira Saig production company OLM, Inc.Distributed byTohoRelease Date
December 16, 2017 (2017-12-16) [1]Running time94 minutesCountryJapanLanguageJapaneseBox office 2.04 billion[2] Yo-Kai Watch Shadowside Oni-o no Fukkatsu[a] is a 2017 supernatural anime film produced by OLM, Inc. and distributed by Toho. It is the fourth film in the Yo-kai Watch film series after the film Yo-kai
Watch: Soratobu Kujira to Double no Sekai no Daib-ken da Nyan! from 2016 and features characters from Shigeru Mizuki's GeGeGe no Kitaré Manga. Directed by Shinji Ushiro and written by Yoichi Kato, Level 5 President Akihiro Hino oversaw the production, including the film's screenplay. [3] [4] It will be released in
Japanese cinemas on December 16, 2017 and on DVD on July 4, 2018. Plot, which took place 30 years after the events of the anime[5], There was once an 11-year-old fifth-grader named Nathan Adams, who held a wristwatch that Yo-kai could command, befriended the yo-kai and fulfilled many deeds. But when Nathan
grew up and married Katie, he lost his ability to see Yo-kai. And as for the watch that Yo-kai was able to control, its existence threatened to upset the balance between human and yo-kai worlds, leaving it forgotten beyond time and space. Soon... The history of the Yo-kai control watch became just a legend. But then
something happened after many, many years had passed ... An epise yo-kai virus known as Onimaro began to hit people with malicious intent and spread indefinitely, turning it into Kaodeka Oni, causing chaos throughout the city. When the end is near, only those selected by a new Yo-kai Watch can defend themselves
against the impending threat and would save both Yo-kai and humans from some destruction. [6] Characters ReturnActor Jibanyan Takaya Kuroda[7] Whisper Tomokazu Seki Komasan Daisuke Hirakawa[7] Enma Daioh Ry'hei Kimura[7] Nurarihyon Takehito Koyasu[7] New characters Mone Kamishiraishi as Natsume
Amano Amano Natsume), the daughter of Nate, who almost drowned in a river at a young age. But eventually survived after being rescued by someone. [8] She is selected by the new Yo-kai Watch, the Yo-kai Watch Elder, which allows her to use the power to summon Yo-kai to protect both Yo-kai and people from the
Demon King. Yudai Chiba as Touma Tsukinami (浪.マ Tsukinami Téma), a male junior high schooler whose parents were abroad and were always alone. [8] For this reason, he is often bullied by people of the same age hates all without wanting to mingle with anyone. Cursed by one of Rasen's followers, he gives him the
Kigan Gear, an item used, spreading evil and malicious. Later in the film, film, Kigan Gear transformed into the Yo-kai Watch Ogre, which allowed him to fight the Onimaro and the Demon King. Mutsumi Tamura as Akinori Arihoshi () キ, Arihoshi Akinori), a shaman in education and the oldest of the Arihoshi siblings who
used Yo-kai in their happiness telling for many generations. Unlike the two, he can use spells and incantations to overthrow Yo-kai. [7] Masako Nozawa as Kitaro (⿁郎, Kitaré), a yo-kai child who is the last remaining member of the ghost tribe. He lives with his father Medama-Oyaji (⽬⽟じ) and takes care of the people
while he is a mediator between people and Yo-kai. He dealt with the events of the Onimaro and the arrival of the Demon King, helping Touma and Natsume to stop him. Yuko Minaguchi as Neko-Musume (ねこ), a human-like yo-kai who is close friends with Kitaro, who furiously transforms into a monster cat girl. She has
a slight damper on Kitaro and despises Nezumi Otoko. [7] Akio Tsuka as Nezumi Otoko (ねず), a rodent-like semi-human yo-kai hybrid and friend of Kitaro, although he sometimes stabs him and his friends back with his heinous plans. [7] Jun Fukuyama as Lord Ananta (蛇, Ja-Kaira), a humanoid yo-kai and longtime rival
of Lord Enma, who wants to become the new king of Yomakai. He plans to rule the world with the forces of Onimaro. Unshé Ishizuka as Demon King Lawn (⿁ 羅仙, Oni Lawn), a powerful yo-kai who can devour human malice. It was sealed off a few years ago before being resurrected today. He has the power to use the
inner darkness of a man/yo-kais and to let it fall under his command. Production First announced at the screening of Yo-kai Watch: Soratobu Kujira to Double no Sekai no Daibéken da Nyan! The film was first revealed in the July issue of Shogakukan's CoroCoro Comic Magazine, in which it briefly reported on the next
film and the new Lightside and Shadowside forms of Yo-kai. [10] The official plot and the characters of the film were more revealed on the official film website together with the film's staff. [11] Akihiro Hino explained that the film is a completely new horror comedy and that it will be scarier and funnier compared to previous
films. Aside from the elements, the characters revealed in the film will have darker background stories, and each yo-kai that debuts in the film will have its own lightside and shadowside forms. [12] Level-5 later announced in September that a crossover with the manga series GeGeGe no Kitaré, with the experienced
voice actor Masako Nozawa, who resumed her role as Kitaro, and recorded. [13] In later announcements for the film, the voice actors of the two main characters were revealed, with Yudai Chiba Touma and Mone Kamishiraishi Natsume voicing. [8] In In 27, the main film website has been updated, revealing more voice
actors who would repeat their roles for the film, but Takaya Kuroda and Daisuke Hirakawa will now both voice Jibanyan and Komasan will replace both Etsuko Kozakura and Aya Enda respectively. The voice actors of Medama-Oyaji, Neko-Musume and Nezumi Otoko will also be revealed. [7] The composer of the music
series, Kenichira Saiga, wrote the score of the film for its original release. The final themes of the film are titled Yuki no Hi no Saikai (雪再会, Snowy Day Reunion) by Kota Okamoto and Y'kai Taisa Dai-ichi GeGeGe no Kitaro. (体操第,⿁ 郎Ver., Y'kai taisé dai ichi gegege no kitaré Ver., Yo-kai Exercise No.1 GeGeGe no
Kitaro ver.) by King Cream Soda. Release The film will be released on December 16, 2017 and on DVD on July 4, 2018 in Japan. Early pre-orders of movie tickets allow viewers to receive a Fudoh Myoh-Oh Amulet Card. The card can be scanned via the Nintendo 3DS to get the character in Yokai Watch Busters 2 game.
[16] Reception The film earned 399 million yen in its first week and debuted in the Japanese Box Office behind Star Wars: The Last Jedi in second place.[17] It remained in second place within the 2nd and 3rd week before falling to 5th place. [18] [19] [20] Within 8 weeks, it earned more than 1,863,413,400 U.S. dollars.
[21] Sequel Although no new films have been announced in the post-credits scene, the anime series Yo-kai Watch Shadowside, released on April 13, 2018, follows. [22] Yo-kai Watch: Forever Friends, a film prequel to the original anime series, was released in Japanese cinemas on December 14, 2018. [23] References
to films with Box Office Gross Receiopts over 1 billion yen. Eiren. Motion Picture Producers Association of Japan. Retrieved February 17, 2019. * Yo-kai Watch Shadowside: Oni-'no Fukkatsu Film's Teaser Video, Trailer Streamed - News - Anime News Network. animenewsnetwork.com. Retrieved 2017-07-26. . .聞 毎ニ
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